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Honour Roll
Term

Member

Area Commissioner
John MARCHANT
Jim BUTCHART
Reginald VAN NOOTEN
Colin F WATSON
S Guy KEMP
A Raymond WALL
Neville E MENZIES
Chris M RICHARDSON-SMITH

1946 - 1959
1959 - 1961
1961 - 1965
1965 - 1977
1977 - 1983
1983 - 1988
1988 - 1996
1996 -

Regional Commissioner
- 2004
2004 - 2016
2016 - Current - Incumbent

Chris M RICHARDSON-SMITH
John SELWOOD
Susan BARTLETT

Area President
Harold ROBINSON
Sir Denzil MACARTHURONSLOW
H Greg PERCIVAL

1946 - 1969
1971 - 1979
1979 -

Regional President
H Greg PERCIVAL
Terrence KEEGAN
Ben GILHOLME, MP

- 1998
1998 - 2015
2019 - Current

Area Chairman
Ron UNDERWOOD
W (Bill) WATKINS
G AUBERSON
Major J PICKERING
Hugh WARD
Don JARMAN
Doug JEANS
Kevin D BRADY
Peter J BARRETT
Frank W DAVIDSON

1946 - 1958
1958 - 1962
1962 - 1963
1963 - 1964
1964 - 1969
1969 - 1980
1980 - 1986
1986 - 1989
1989 - 1994
1994 -

Regional Chairman
- 2000
2000 - 2002
2002 - 2011
2011 - Current - Incumbent

Frank W DAVIDSON
Neville E MENZIES
E Craig RAMSDEN
Shane BARTLETT
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Region Prayer
Father of all, we give you thanks and praise,
for your great gift of Scouting
and its power for good in our troubled world.
We ask for your guidance in this annual meeting
and for the year ahead in Hume Region.
We seek your blessing on the Region Council
and on every member of the Region.
Send each of us out in the power of your Holy Spirit,
re-dedicated to our higher purposes
and inspired anew to carry out our Scouting
to your praise and glory.
AMEN
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Minutes of Previous ARP
Minutes of the Hume Region 73rd Annual Report Presentation
Held at Glenfield Scout Activity Centre
Sunday, June 2nd 2019
Introduction - meeting opened at 11.10am by Hunter Maxwell
Acknowledgement to Country made and WHS Matters discussed by Hunter Maxwell
followed by Flag Parade piped in by Hume Region Pipes and Drums, received by the Region
Commissioner Sue Bartlett.
Welcome to all attendees by Shane Bartlett, Region Chairman


A special thank you to Phil Harrison (Chief Commissioner Scouts Australia) and
Neville Tomkins (Chief Commissioner Scouts NSW) for attending today

Advance Australia Fair led by Hume Pipes and Drums
Hume Region Prayer - Jack Greening (Region Commissioner Venturers) led the meeting in
the Region Prayer
Apologies as received, were read out by Valli Turner, Region Office Assistant
Members Gone Home - Stanley Kemp on the 3/12/18 and Kenneth Ames OAM on the
8/12/18 – were read out by Craig Ramsden and a minute silence observed
Minutes of 2018 ARP as ratified in Aug 18 by the Region Executive Committee were
adopted
Region Commissioners Review – Sue Bartlett gave word to her review as printed












Hume Region will host the 2020 Vietnamese World Jamboree at GSAC
Hume Region is 1 of only 2 Regions in NSW that is up to date in financials – so thank
you to Craig Ramsden for ensuring that all our Groups are up to date financially.
A big thank you also to Valli Turner & Nicole Keane for all that they have done in the
last 12 months, we are lucky to have you both to cover the Office for the 5 days/week.
Hume Region will be getting a Region Development Officer who will be based in the
Region Office but go out to schools to sell Scouting and help Groups get new members.
A couple of Groups in the Region have closed during the year due to Leaders leaving
Membership numbers are steady and look pretty good at present
Strategic Plan and Leader Build
1st Liverpool is one of our fastest growing Groups. It seems that the Groups that involve
families are the most successful Groups in terms of growing new members. Canley
Heights is another Group that has had great success with this.
There were about 450 people attend the EID Dinner last night that was hosted by 1st
Liverpool and 5th Bankstown Groups. It was a great to see lots of families in attendance.
Pleasure to present the new Region President as Ben Gilholme. The Region hasn’t had a
President for many years and now Ben can assist Sue with networking.
The biggest challenge in growing Groups numbers is by getting and keeping new
Leaders, this is what the new Leader Build program is all about.
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Region Chairman’s Review – Shane Bartlett gave word to his review as printed
 Thank you to the Federal, State and Local Government Members for their assistance and
support to Scouts, and to the many local businesses that have supported Scouts over the
last 12 months as well.
Notification of Appointments for 2019/2020 – Sue Bartlett gave notice of her Region
Appointments as listed on Report page 9 / ratified by Craig Ramsden
Annual Operating Statement for the year ending 31 March 2019 - presented by Craig
Ramsden, Region Treasurer – as printed and moved in its adoption / seconded & carried
Adoption of Code of Ethics, Code of Conduct for Adults and Privacy Policy – Craig
Ramsden moved the adoption which was seconded and carried
Guest Speaker - Hunter Maxwell introduced Phil Harrison - Chief Commissioner Scouts
Australia as the Guest Speaker who gave us an interesting talk about his own Scouting
journey.















He joined Scouts over 40 years ago at 1st Enfield (part of Hume Region at that time)
He wasn’t from a Scouting family but was thankful to his Parents for taking him to Cubs
and for all the adventure, lessons and opportunities that Scouts has given him over the
years. In Scouts he found like minded people and Scouts also gave him consistency in
his life. It gave him a sense of purpose and belonging to something outside of his family.
His Leaders had a big influence on him
From Nov 2017, he was the Acting Chief Commissioner Scouts Australia.
In May 2018, at a ceremony hosted by the Governor General, he was formally inducted
as the Chief Commissioner Scouts Australia and he is the youngest Chief
Commissioner that Scouts Australia has ever had.
In his words - ‘Everything I needed to know, I learnt from Scouts and you never know
when you might need the skills that you learnt as a Scout’. His profession, which is
running camps for schools, has come about as a direct result of his Scouting knowledge
and he now gets paid to take people camping.
Reflection on where Scouts is heading in the future:
Leader Build
Introduction of the New Youth Program (which has been 8 years in the making)
New Brand and New Logo – reflects the new feel of Scouts
Growth of numbers across all branches and States – they want to have 100,000
members by 2023. You obtain growth by promoting Scouts out in the community and
not by waiting for people to come through the door
Empowering young people
His Message to us all – ‘Work to inspire the next generation of Scouts to change the
World’

Presentations were done by Sue Bartlett and Craig Ramsden
 Books about the ‘History of Scouts in Campbelltown’ were presented to both Neville
Tomkins and Phil Harrison
 The new Region Mascot ‘Rambo’ was introduced and presented to Phil Harrison,
Neville Tomkins and Sue Bartlett (with commemorative photos taken)
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State Representative’s Address by Neville Tomkins – Chief Commissioner of NSW
 Congratulations to the Region President on his appointment.
 Thank you to all for coming today
 NSW had a 5% net growth in youth members (biggest of any Branch across Aust)
 It was an honour to attend the end of Ramadan dinner last night, congratulations to both 1st
Liverpool and 5th Bankstown Groups.
 In the past 12 months (since 31/5/18) Hume Region had a 9% increase in youth
members. This has exceeded expectations and is an impressive result, so
congratulations to Sue and her Executive Team.
 We are failing however to recruit and keep new Leaders and have gone backwards in this
area. We have had growth in youth numbers but had a decline in leader numbers. We need
to keep the growth sustainable so this is now the No.1 priority and we need a 100%
commitment to the recruitment and retention of new Leaders
 New Youth Program – he would like all Leaders to passionately engage with the new
program. This is the biggest change to Scouting that anyone in this room has seen and the
Youth are excited about this.
 New Strategic Plan
 Safety of our Youth Members
 The focus for the next 12 months is on growth
Date of the ARP for 2020 - Shane Bartlett proposed the date of 21st June 2020 for the next Region
ARP meeting at GSAC commencing at 2pm – moved and seconded
Flag Parade – piped out by Hume Region Pipes and Drums
Close – Meeting closed at 12.40pm. Everyone was invited to stay and join us for lunch being
served in the main dining room.
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Regional President’s Message
Since my appointment as Hume Region President in June last year, my primary aim has been to
improve communication between Hume Scouting community and local government to ensure the
quality and safety of facilities available to all Scouts. I have worked alongside Sue Bartlett and the
Hume Region executive to review our use of current facilities and plan for future growth. This
process has involved applying for government funding grants to refurbish scout halls and conduct
other scouting community projects, monitoring the usage of our current facilities, and promoting
scouting in our local areas with a view to recruiting new members.
This year has been a challenging one for Scouts, as for the wider community, with the effects of both
the summer bushfires and COVID-19 still keenly felt throughout the region. I am proud that scouting
has continued despite these difficulties. I have appreciated both the wider community’s support of
Scouts, and the way our scouts have served their communities in return.
As we continue to face disruption and uncertainty, I urge you all to be vigilant and to continue to
focus on the health and wellbeing of yourselves and your families and friends. It has been a pleasure
to serve as regional president over the past year, and I look forward to seeing Hume Region Scouts
grow over the coming year.
Ben Gilholme
Region President
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Regional Chairman’s Message
For the past few years my message to this meeting has been about the potential and the need to grow
our membership in Hume Region. I am pleased to advise this meeting that the 2019/2020 reporting
period has shown a positive increase in our membership, with three Groups re-opening from recess in
the past six months. My sincere thanks go out to the Leaders, Staff and Supporters that have worked
together to achieve this great result. Particular mention, in regard to membership growth, goes to our
Region Development Officer, David Miller, for his tireless efforts in assisting this achievement.
I also thank the Groups that have improved the amenity of their Halls over the past year. In a situation
of “be seen or be forgotten” the improvements to our Halls helps ensure we are remembered in a
positive light. It is tremendously pleasing for me to see the overall improvement in the facilities we
offer our members. Much of this work has been carried out by our Supporters with financial
assistance from Federal, State and Local Government. My sincere thanks to the Local Members that
have assisted in this regard.
No organization can operate efficiently without an effective support team. We have an effective
support team in Hume Region. I thank the Region Executive, our Office Staff, our Leaders and
Supporters for all their efforts in ensuring Hume Region is run efficiently for the greater benefit of our
Youth Members.
Life gives us many challenges and one of the greatest challenges we must face in the near term is
Covid-19. Paramount of this challenge for us is in relation to the health and wellbeing of our
membership. Governments at both Federal and State levels have established workable public
movement restraints to contain and reduce the spread of the Covid-19 virus through our community,
thus protecting our physical health.
Beyond the protection of our physical health, I am proud that Hume Region has continued to engage
with our membership by using “Virtual Scout Halls” to maintain the interest and positivity of our
Youth Members, thus helping to reduce the psychological strain on our members and their families
during this period of social isolation. Thank you to the Leaders, Youth Members and Supporters that
have made this possible.
Looking a little into the future, both the Federal and State Governments have already put in place
measures to soften the economic downturn that is expected to result from the current Covid-19
situation. Predictions of unemployment reaching levels of up to 10% have been made. In such
conditions our general fundraising activities will become difficult and I ask all Groups to be vigilant
with their funds, to budget for an economic downturn, look for opportunity to supplement their
Group’s income and to be prepared for the unexpected. As Lord Robert Baden-Powell once said, “A
Scout is never taken by surprise; he knows exactly what to do when anything unexpected happens.”
Please Be Prepared.

Shane Bartlett.
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Regional Commissioner’s Report
Jamboree 2019, held at Tailem Bend in South Australia was one of the many highlights
of 2019. Conditions were very challenging, but, I know, that our Youth and Leaders
had the time of their lives.
I have attended as many activities as I can, to ensure that I am aware of what is happening at all
levels, to introduce myself to as many Leaders as possible and to reconnect with Venturers and
Rovers, who form an important part of our Youth. To be able to present awards is always a highlight
of these visits.
It has been both interesting and challenging 12 months for a number of different reasons, however,
there is always that positive outcome of seeing happy Joeys, Cubs and Scouts on their many and
varied activities. Hume Region has the potential to be the biggest Metropolitan Region within NSW,
with the growth of South West Sydney. We need to be ready for this potential growth, by promoting
leadership from within our parents, whom are great supporters of our Youth and current Leaders.
As I have discussed in previous reports, David Miller, was employed as Region Development
Manager, and started in September 2019. David has a strong background in marketing,
and this has been evident, in the many activities, promotional shows and commitment since
he started, and numbers have slowly risen, as a result of these activities. To ensure that Groups are
able to grow, we need to be prepared by having trained Leaders and exciting programs to retain the
Youth membership.
We have the most amazing Uniform and Non Uniform Adults, who every week run interesting and
varied programmes, which, I believe, is the key to successful Groups. I would like to thank all of
these Leaders, who are the backbone of Hume Region. Included in this support is also our 2 Region
Office Managers, who are always willing to go above their normal responsibilities to help those
Leaders and Parent Helpers who require information.
Again, Camden Show, was probably the biggest public relations event that was run in 2019,
and I am pleased to advise that yet again, Hume Region Scouts won 1st prize in the Community
Exhibition division. The dedication, enthusiasm and creative ideas always amaze me.
I would also like to thank Craig Ramsden and Shane Bartlett for their advice and counsel over the last
12 months, along with those members of the Region Executive Committee, along with the dedication
and support from our Region Office Team, Valli and Nicole.
As, I sit here, writing this report, we are in very uncertain times with COVID-19, with a number of
Scouting activities either cancelled or postponed. However, I know that we will come back stronger
and more determined post COVID-19.
Sue Bartlett
Regional Commissioner
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Region Appointments 2020/21
Region President:
Region Chairman:
Region Honorary Secretary:
Region Treasurer:
Region Trustees:

Ben Gilholme
Shane Bartlett
Leanne Pavey
Vacant
Regional Commissioner
Regional Chairman
Craig Ramsden
Glenn Austin

Delegates of Branch Council:

Ben Gilholme
Sue Bartlett
Margaret Jackson
Shane Bartlett
Graham Winner

Region Executive Committee
Chairman:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Regional Commissioner:
Under 30 Representative:
Other: Patsy Laurenceson
Mark Ames
Ruth Maynard
Tim Kayess
Glenfield Camp Committee
Chairman:
Ex-Officio Members:

Berrima Camp Committee
Chairman:
Ex-Officio Members:

Warrabunda Camp Committee
Chairman:
Ex-Officio Members:

Shane Bartlett
Leanne Pavey
Vacant
Sue Bartlett
Hunter Maxwell
Margaret Jackson
Graham Winner
Judy Pearson
Hans Schmidt
2 Additional Non-Uniform Members - To Be Nominated
Shane Bartlett (Committee of 6 to be named by the Chairman)
Regional Commissioner
Regional Chairman
Regional Treasurer
Dorothy Ramsden (Committee of 6 to be named by the Chairman)
Regional Commissioner
Regional Chairman
Regional Treasurer
Mark Kelly (Committee of 6 to be named by the Chairman)
Regional Commissioner
Regional Chairman
Regional Treasurer

Other Committees may be appointed from time to time by the Region Executive Committee.
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Administration & Finance Report
This past year has been a highly successful one for Hume Region from an Administration and Finance
point of view despite many difficulties along the way.
I must thank the Office staff of Nicole Keane and Valli Turner for all their hard work during the year,
despite challenging times especially since February with Covid 19.
As most of you would be aware I stepped down as Region Treasurer in February owing to
circumstances that I wont go into here but have agreed to stay and help the Region with the Financials
during the Covid 19 crisis.
The 3 Campsites, being Glenfield Scout Activity Centre, Warrabunda and Berrima, have been
regularly booked this last year despite being closed during December and January owing to the Bush
Fires and March owing to Covid 19. This cost a substantial amount in terms of Income. Without the
people who work at the Campsites they would never be as good as they are. They all go beyond what
is required of them and I personally thank them very much.
There are 2 Operating Statements for the Year 2019-2020 following, one supplied by State Office and
one prepared by me, I believe the State supplied one is inaccurate as it includes the Fundraising
Monies that are not Operating Expenses in my opinion and has never been counted in previous years.
Also attached is the one prepared by me which I believe gives an accurate picture of the Operating
status of Hume Region.
This shows that the Region came in $10384 under Budget which is a great result and thanks to all
involved – from Section Leaders up who made this a great year financially.
To all the Businesses and Community Groups that support Scouting a big Thank You. There are just
too many to list here. On the back cover of the report you will find a list of suppliers who work
tirelessly on providing services to the Region. These persons offer services at a very competitive rate
and are fully recommended. Many Groups also partake in Bunnings BBQues, Car Washes and
Promotion Stands. A big Bravo to all who assist in any way.
In closing I would like to thank the Region Commissioner, Sue Bartlett and her Region Team, Region
Chairman, Shane Bartlett and his Committees for the work that they have done in making the
Administration and Finance flow easily and everyone for working to Budgets in these tough times. I
am sure that all will continue to keep up the good work in the future.
I commend to you for adoption the 2019-2020 Operating Statement for Hume Region, as prepared by
Hume Region for the reasons stated above.

Craig Ramsden,
Deputy Region Commissioner
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Financial Statement 2019/20
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Scouting Code of Ethics
Integrity
We demonstrate Integrity by:


Acting with honesty, truthfulness and fostering appropriate healthy professional relationships.



Recognising and fulfilling where possible, our obligations to our community.



Taking responsibility for our own actions and developing integrity in others.



Acting with impartiality, truthfulness and honesty.

Respect
We demonstrate Respect by:


Showing consideration to others, recognising each individual’s uniqueness and diversity.



Minimizing our impact on the environment and seeking to be good caretakers for future
generations.



Committing to member’s well-being and on-going learning, through the practice of positive
influence, good judgement and empathy in practice.

Courage
We demonstrate Courage by:


Providing challenging, developmental opportunities to empower young people.



Being good role models in Scouting, demonstrating positive attitudes and willingness to live by
the Scout Promise and Law



Being fair and reasonable.
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Scouting Code of Conduct
The Code of Conduct is a personal commitment. Its purpose is to protect all members of Scouting. It
applies to all members over the age of 18, regardless of location and role, when engaging with young
people and adults in any form. This includes face to face contact and using technology such as on-line
formats. Parents and guardians who wish to actively participate in Scouting activities must also follow
this Code.
I will set an example that I would wish others to follow.
Therefore, I will:








Respect the dignity of myself and others.
Demonstrate a high degree of individual responsibility.
Recognise at all times that my words and actions are an example to other members of the
Movement.
Act at all times in accordance with the Promise and Law, Code of Ethics and this Code of
Conduct, thereby setting a suitable example for all.
Not use the Movement to promote my own beliefs, behaviours and practices where these are
not compatible with Scouting Principles.
Adhere to the Scouts Australia Child Protection Policy and provide a safe environment for
youth members participating in the Scout Program, their parents or guardians and visitors.
Report any conduct seen or heard that does not comply with this code of Conduct to the
appropriate Scouting person.
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Scouts NSW - Privacy Policy
1. Introduction
1.1 When you apply for membership, the application form includes statements about privacy and requests for consent. Those privacy
statements refer you to this policy which sets out how any information about you may be used and disclosed in relation to your membership of
Scouts NSW.
1.2 The Scout Association of Australia, New South Wales Branch (Scouts NSW) has always respected the privacy of its members and
customers and understands the importance you place on the protection of personal information in its care.
1.3 Our commitment to protecting your privacy is important to us. You can have full confidence that, when you deal with us, your personal
information will not be used in any way that you would not reasonably expect it to be used, and that the data will be held securely.
1.4 This Privacy Policy complies with the National Privacy Principles embodied in the new Privacy Act which came into effect 21 December
2001. It explains how we collect personal information and how we maintain, use and disclose that information. It also outlines your privacy
rights along with our general rights and obligations, as well as explaining how you can access the information we keep about members and
how you can update your own database records.
1.5 This policy is binding on all staff and volunteer members as well as all formations of the organisation in NSW (from the State level
down to the local Scout Group and Section).

Primary purpose definition
1.6 Personal information is collected and retained on past and present adult members, as well as youth members and their parents/guardians,
for the primary purpose of operating Scouts NSW. All information collected is directly applicable to the functions and activities of Scouting in
New South Wales, and to the health, well-being and protection of its members. This information is entered and stored in a centralised database
located at the State Office. Data may also be retained in electronic or hardcopy format by any formation of the organisation to which the
individual member belongs.

Collection of data
1.7 We will only collect personal information in a fair and lawful manner, and then only that information which we require to manage and
promote our organisation.

Identifiers
1.8 When you apply to become a member of Scouts NSW, or make application to attend one of our training courses, you are assigned a
computer generated number to uniquely identify you for the purposes of the organisation's operations. This number has no relationship
to any identifier assigned by any other organisation.

Type of data collected
1.9 When you apply for membership, you consent to us collecting, maintaining, using and disclosing personal information about you, whether
provided by you or by another person, in accordance with this policy.
1.10 Generally, we only collect personal information about you from you, unless, it is not reasonable or practical for us to do so or, you
consent. For example, the State Office may collect information about you from your local Scout Group to which you have applied to be a
member. We do not solicit information about you from individuals or organisations not connected with Scouting. Subject to law, whenever we
collect such information we will take reasonable steps to advise you as soon as is practicable.
1.11 Our membership application forms generally request information that identifies you, such as your full name and date of birth; and
information that enables us to contact you such as address, phone and fax numbers, as well as email address. We also ask for the name of your
school or, if employed, your occupation, position and employer's name and address. We also like to know your hobbies and interests and
whether you have any other skills that may be of use to the organisation.
1.12 We also collect from internal sources, and from members, information related to events and activities you attend, training
courses, appointments and qualifications related to Scouting.
1.13 In the case of youth members we also need to know the names and contact details of your parents/guardians in case we have
to contact them in an emergency, or to ensure they are informed about Scouting activities, policy issues or other important matters
involving their children. We also ask for their occupation/employer details as well as their skills/hobbies and sporting/leisure
activities, as our organisation relies on volunteers providing their time and expertise in a variety of areas for the benefit of our
youth program. We ask parents/guardians about their willingness to support their children's activities and help out with their local
Scout Group in whatever capacity they can.

Version 3.0.0- October 2017

Scouts Australia NSW Privacy Policy
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Sensitive data
1.14 Scouting is a voluntary, non-political, non-formal education movement for young people, open to all without distinction of
origin, race or creed whose aim is to encourage the physical, intellectual, social and spiritual development of young people.
1.15 We do not actively seek to collect sensitive information (for example health information or information about your racial or
ethnic origin or any criminal record), unless it is necessary to satisfy the aims and principles of our organisation, or is for the care
and protection of our members, or is required by law.
1.16 The following information, which may be considered to be of a sensitive nature, is collected but we do so in accordance with
the National Privacy Principles:

Your place of birth, nationality and whether you are of a non-English speaking background is requested in order for us to
identify any special needs of members from different cultures.

Your religion/denomination (if applicable) is requested so that we can provide for the needs of members from different
religious backgrounds.

For adult leaders we request their marital status and their partner's name for the purposes of inviting partners to Scout
functions and activities and to involve them as much as possible in the 'Scouting family'.

Information obtained from the NSW Police Service of criminal record checks on potential adult members as well as the
results of Working with Children Checks obtained from the NSW Commission for Children and Young People are
strictly confidential, are not held electronically in any form, and are securely stored and accessed only by the office of the
Chief Executive of Scouts NSW.

Behavioural files are maintained where appropriate and these are directly under the control of the Chief Executive.

We collect health and medical information, including Medicare and private health fund numbers, about adult and youth
members at the time of applying for membership, as well as each time they, or their parent/guardian, complete an
application to attend a Scouting activity. This process provides the opportunity for more up to date data to be supplied.
This data provides the organisation with relevant medical information that is essential to the duty of care that we owe the
adult leaders and young people under our care.

Website on-line services policy
1.17 Scouts NSW do not collect any personal information about you via our Internet site except when you knowingly provide it.
1.18 It is possible for you to visit this website without telling us who you are.
1.19 If you have elected to be a registered user we may use your e-mail address to send you from time to time various promotional
offers, Scout program information, special events or other marketing communications that may be of interest to you.
1.20 It is our policy to only email customers who give us permission to do so. If we send you an email for a commercial purpose,
we will give you the option of not receiving further communications of this nature. You may also opt in to the email subscription
service to receive emails about specific subjects and activities.
1.21 We will use any collected information to improve our service to users, and from time to time may contact registered users
about new features and improvements to the website. Scouts NSW undertakes to take reasonable steps necessary to ensure that
member information is secure from any unauthorised access or disclosure. In designing the Scouts NSW website, we have
incorporated security procedures and practices that we consider are consistent with Australian industry practice. We review our
security procedures from time to time and update them when relevant.
1.22 We assume no responsibility for the information practices of third-party sites where a user is able to access their sites
through ours. We encourage users to review each site's privacy policy before disclosing any personally identifiable information.
For statistical purposes we may collect non -personalised information on website activity (such as the number of users who visit
the website, the date and time of visits, the number of pages viewed and navigation patterns) through the use of 'cookies' and
other tracking technology. In order to collect user statistics we may anonymously log information, and identify categories of users
by items such as domains and browser types.
1.23 Scouts NSW may amend this policy from time to time. If we make any substantial changes in the way we use your personal
information we will notify you by posting a prominent announcement on our Website - we will not separately notify you of these
changes. If you have any questions or feedback on our website privacy policies please send an email to
webmaster@nsw.scouts.com.au

Version 3.0.0- October 2017

Scouts Australia NSW Privacy Policy
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2. Use and disclosure and consent policy
2.1 When you join Scouts NSW you agree that we may use your contact/personal details to send you information about our
organisation and its activities and services that we feel may be of interest to you, and to contact you from time to time to obtain
your feedback about our activities and services. You also agree to the collection of sensitive data for the purposes disclosed in
this policy.
2.2 Your information may be used to offer you other products, services and activities that will enhance our relationship with you. You
may decide on joining and at any other time by informing us in writing that you do not wish to be contacted in this way. It is assumed
that existing members have given consent unless they advise us otherwise.
2.3 We will not use your personal information for any purpose that you would not reasonably expect us to use it for, unless
required by law.
2.4 By signing the membership application form you consent to us using your personal information in the following way:

To maintain a register of our membership to respond to your request or help us process any request for our activities or
services.

To effectively administer all activities and services that we provide to you.

To communicate with you about the activities and services that we may provide you.

To inform you of relevant internal or external activities, events, promotions or special offers that may be of interest to
you.

To identify geodemographic details of our membership for the purpose of building membership.

To ensure the safety, health and well- being of all members while they participate in Scout activities.

To carry out research, marketing or development of our products, activities and services including the surveying of
members on their needs and attitudes.

To provide contact information to enable communication between members of the Movement, to assess the suitability of
adult members to be in charge of our youth members.

To provide personal details of potential adult Members to the NSW Police Service for criminal record checks in
accordance with Scouts NSW Child Protection Policy and to the NSW Office of the Children's Guardian for Working
with Children Checks.

To direct membership inquiries to you if you are the Leader in charge of a formation.

To direct inquiries to you regarding the use or hire of a Scout property if you have been appointed for that purpose (this
includes listing your name and contact details on the Scout website).

To assess, process and investigate claims made under any insurance products we provide to you.

If you have chosen to provide us with your email address, we may use that address to advise you of matters of Scouting
interest as well as for marketing, planning, new services or research purposes.

Members have the right to opt out of these additional communications. There is also an opportunity to opt in by joining
email subscription lists which will be promoted through emails and the website.

We may release information about you where there is a duty to the public to disclose that information, or where
disclosure is required or authorised for law enforcement or regulatory purposes.

Scouts NSW undertakes to give proper and responsible consideration to privacy issues associated with the introduction of
new marketing methods or technology.

Access to data by other members of Scouts NSW
2.5 Scouting is essentially an organisation that is run by and for its voluntary members. Communication between members is of
primary importance for its successful operation. The provision of contact details to members to allow them to make contact with
other members is very important. The provision of some personal details about members to Leaders, whose role is to supervise
and in some cases assess the performance of those members, is also essential. For these reasons, State and Region Office staff
are authorised to provide limited personal information about a member to another member for bona fide purposes. As a general
rule we do not disclose the member's work details. We also publish a contact list showing limited personal details for a select list
of senior adult members. This list is provided to all those on the list for contact purposes.

Access to data by non members
2.6 Any provision of personally identifiable data to third parties is in accordance with this policy.
.
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Commercial use of data
2.7 Scouts will not sell personal information, including mailing address data-bases to others. Scouts NSW may, where the information
is reasonably necessary for a function or activity of Scouts NSW, disclose information, including sensitive information held about an
individual, to:

Any relevant Scouts NSW formation or entity;

The Scout Association of Australia;

Other member organisations of the World Organisation of the Scout Movement;

Government departments;

Medical Practitioners;

People providing services to Scouts NSW;

Scouts NSW’s insurer(s) and insurance agents(s);

Readers of Scouts NSW publications, such as on-line newsletters and websites;

Parents and Guardians;

Anyone the individual authorises Scouts NSW to disclose information to; and

Anyone to whom Scouts NSW is required to disclose information to by law.

3. Data quality and integrity
3.1 We rely on the accuracy of the information that members or their formation provide us. We try to ensure that all information
which we collect, use or disclose is accurate, complete and up to date. We conduct periodic internal checking procedures to ensure
that as far as is practicable that the data held by us is accurate and current.
3.2 You should promptly notify us if there are any changes to your personal information.

Data access and correction
3.3 In accordance with National Privacy Principles, you can request access to personal information we hold about you. We will
process your request within a reasonable time. There is no fee for requesting access to or updating your information. We may
require you to prove your identity by providing details such as your full name, membership number, date of birth and address. As an
individual you will be able to access the personal information held about you, subject to exceptions provided by law. You also have
the right to request that we correct or note information about you that is inaccurate, incomplete or out of date.
3.4 From time to time, for the purposes of data correction, we may provide members or their formation with a computer printout
of some or all personal data that we hold on a member. We also provide a 'Change of Personal Particulars' form to allow members
to advise us of amendments.
3.5 Many forms other than the membership application form are used by Scouts NSW for various operational purposes. These
forms often request personal details from members which were previously collected from their original membership application.
These provide us with further opportunities to ensure our data is accurate and current. Any amendments to member's records will be
processed as soon as possible after such reports or forms are returned to the State or Region Offices.

Data security
3.6 We take all reasonable steps to protect your personal information from misuse, loss, unauthorised access, modification or
disclosure.
3.7 We have physical, electronic and procedural safeguards to protect your information which is held by us. For example, your
personal information in the form of original or copies of paper forms is stored in secured premises at State or Region Offices. Forms
may also be held by authorised voluntary adult Leaders at local formations. These Leaders are accountable to the office of the Chief
Executive of Scouts NSW for the security and privacy of your data.
3.8 The State Office is the sole location of the original data held in electronic databases Region Office staff and other approved
personnel have electronic access to those databases. Read-only and change access to information stored electronically is restricted
to personnel whose role in the organisation requires access. All authorised personnel require logins and passwords for access. We
require all staff and volunteers to maintain the confidentiality of customer and member information.
3.9 The database is backed-up on a daily basis. Any visitor, for any purpose, to any part of our premises in which customer
personal information is kept is required to be accompanied by a member of staff while on the premises. The State Office uses
secure methods to destroy or de-identify any personal information such as computer reports as soon as the information is no longer
needed by us for any purpose. However, current policy is that electronic information on the membership database on past members
is not removed or archived.
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4. Photographs and Images
4.1 "Photographs and images" includes still and movie film photography, video, audio and digital recordings and footage.
4.2 Scouts NSW has an ongoing promotional program which includes publicising and developing public awareness of Scouts NSW
and the achievements of, and awards to, its members.
4.3 From time to time, as part of that promotional program, photographs and images may be taken of participants, including
individual members at Scouting activities and meetings or at other activities which members attend as representatives of Scouts
NSW. Such photographs and images may be taken by members of Scouts NSW and by related 3rd parties (including parents and
other persons associated with local Scout Groups) or other authorised 3rd parties (including press photographers and television
camera operators).
4.4 When you (or your child) join Scouts NSW you agree that you have no claim in copyright to, or claim to monetary
compensation for, such photographs and images and that Scouts NSW retains the right to publish any such photographs and
images for the promotional program and/or for training purposes, whether internally or externally , and to provide such
photographs and images for use in newspapers, magazines, television broadcasts, and on appropriate websites or other media
including for the purposes of advertising and commercial purposes. You also consent to Scouts NSW using those photographs and
images for any such appropriate purpose without the need for any further permission or consent from you.
4.5 The release of such photographs and images may include the name of a member and the name of the group or formation to
which that member belongs as well as some information about the activity.
4.6 This policy shall apply with the exception that any member, being an adult or with the written authorisation of their parent or
guardian, not wishing their name and group/formation included with such photograph and images, shall notify their Group
Leader/Leader-in-Charge in writing. In such case Scouts NSW will take all reasonable steps to ensure that such information is not
included with any photographs and images that are released.

5. Your rights
5.1 You need not give us any of the personal information about you or any other person which may be requested in our communications
with you. However, without that information, we may not be able to process an application, fulfil your request to become a member or
provide you with an appropriate level of service.
5.2 You are entitled to ask us for access to your personal information records at any time, or to choose to cancel or opt -out of any
service or future mailing.
5.3 You may elect to advise us that your phone and fax numbers are to be marked as 'silent' in which case we will not release or
publish them in any form.

Complaints resolution
5.4 Complaints will be resolved in accordance with the Scouts NSW Dispute Resolution Procedure. Complaints should be made in
writing or by email.

Changes to our privacy policy
This information relates to our current privacy standards. We may vary our privacy standards from time to time. We will notify
you of these changes by publishing them on our website - we will not separately notify you of these changes.
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Adult Recognition Awards 2019
This year 301 Adult Members of Scouts Australia, NSW, have been honoured in the annual Adult Recognition
Awards for good service, part of The Scout Association’s observance of the founding of Scouting at the first
Scout Camp held on Brownsea Island, UK on 1 August 1907.
Congratulations to those recipients for 2019, representing Hume Region,
and thank you for your continued commitment to Scouting.

Silver Koala
Presented to Adult Members for at least 14 years of distinguished service to the Scout Association

Neville Victor AUSTIN - Regional Activity Leader, Hume Region

Silver Wattle
Presented to Adult Members for at least 10 years of outstanding service to the Scout Association

Paul Blake GIBSON – Regional Commissioner (Comm & PR), Hume Region

Meritorious Service Award
Presented to Adult Members and Associates for at least six years of meritorious or praiseworthy service to the Scout Association

Kevin Edgar FARROWAY - Assistant Cub Scout Leader, 1st Wattle Grove Cub Pack
Huy Thanh LE – Scout Leader, 1st Canley Heights Scout Troop
Jennifer Helen REES – District Joey Scout Leader, Southern Highlands District
Joey Scout Leader, 1st Mittagong Joey Mob
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Special Service Award
Presented to Adult Members and Associates for the successful support, development or management of a section or formation, or
for an intense contribution over a period of at least 12 months to the success of a major event or a major activity

Helen BRINK - District Joey Scout Leader, Nepean District
Joey Scout Leader, 1st Narellan Joey Mob
Kerrie Elizabeth FLYNN - Cub Scout Leader, 1st Camden South Cub Pack
Richard John JONES - Cub Scout Leader, 1st Hoxton Park Cub Pack
Sultan KAHIL - Assistant Scout Leader, Liverpool Scout Troop
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Youth Member Major Awards
Joey Scout Promise Challenge
Halayna COLLESS
Charles BALL
Flynn DUNBAR
Joseph WILSON
Lachlan CHAMBERLAIN
Jasper BEST
Simon CUDDY
William HEATHFIELD
Harlyn MARTINEZ
Kaliah TIATIA
Jack ROBERTS

1st Ingleburn Joey Mob
1st Camden South Joey Mob
1st Camden South Joey Mob
1st Camden South Joey Mob
1st Camden South Joey Mob
1st Camden South Joey Mob
1st Camden South Joey Mob
1st Ingleburn Joey Mob
1st Narellan Joey Mob
1st Ingleburn Joey Mob
1st Wattle Grove Joey Mob

Cub Scout Grey Wolf
Sheridan HOWELL
Jordan FLYNN
Patrick HALLETT
Max MCCANNA
James PALPAL-LATOC
Stephen PAVEY
Benjamin BARBER
Christopher PATERSON
Joshua HALL
Jade COX
Mandy FAN
Drew KURTZ

1st Wattle Grove Cub Pack
1st Camden South Cub Pack
1st Narellan Cub Pack
1st Wattle Grove Cub Pack
1st St Andrews Cub Pack
1st Cobbitty Cub Pack
1st Narellan Cub Pack
1st Leumeah Cub Pack
1st Narellan Cub Pack
1st Mittagong Cub Pack
1st Narellan Cub Pack
1st Chipping Norton Cub Pack

Scout Medallion
Rebecca HALCOMB

1st Narellan Scout Troop

Venturer Queen’s Scout Award
Alex DUCK
Joel MCCARTHY
Sarah ADAMSON

1st Cabarita Mortlake Scout Group
1st Yaralla Scout Group
1st Cabarita Mortlake Scout Group
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Joey Scout Section
Joey Scouts forms the first section in Scouting for school age children 5 to 8 years. The focus of Joeys
is on fun, friendship, and an introduction to the exciting world of nature, adventure and challenges
through Scouts Australia. Joey Scouts can contribute to their community, learn new skills and have a
great deal of fun doing it!
In the past year, we had 12 Joey units and started an additional four Joey units in Moss Vale, Oran
Park, Sefton and St Andrews. We are very excited to see the Joey section expanding and congratulate
all Groups on continuing their commitment to increasing growth within the Joey Section.
Out and About
There were many Hume Region Activities during the 2019
– 2020 Scouting year, providing the Joeys with
opportunities to make new friends, to explore and
experience many new adventures, with the help of their
Leaders and families.
We held our first Hume Region Joey JOTT at Mount
Annan Botanical Gardens, the feedback was very positive,
and it was agreed that we would now do this annually as a
Joey region event.
Joey Environment Day
Our family friendly Joey Environment Day was held in June at Berrima
Scout Camp. The day was youth led with the program and activities
organised by the Hume Region Environment Team, consisting of two
Scouts and a senior Girl Guide (and leaders).
We had a very special guest visitor that we had to be very quiet for – a baby
wombat that was being cared for.
A highlight for the Joeys was a play on Bin Chickens that was written and
performed by the youth of the team.
The day was complimented with several Environment activities, a warm
fire, hot chocolate, sausage sizzle lunch and singing Scout camp songs.
Thank you to Hume Region Commissioner Environment – Joanne Tola for
making the day a great success.
Pac a Tac
This is a yearly event aimed at the Joey Scouts aged 7 1/4
and above to introduce them to Cubs as part of their
ongoing adventure into Scouting. This was held in June at
Glenfield Scout Camp where the Joeys and Cubs were
arranged into packs of six and rotated through a variety of
Cub Scout skills. Thank you to Hume Region
Commissioner Cubs – Samantha Vandenberg for arranging
this successful day.
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Joey Campfire and Fun Day
This family friendly event was held at Cobbitty Scout Hall in August. The Joeys and their siblings had
a great time rotating through many bases. We finished off with a BBQ, a spectacular campfire and of
course Scout songs (poorly sung) but with lots of spirit.
Joey Mob Holiday
This year we were back at Glenfield Scout Camp for our ‘Adventure into
Books’. The Joeys and their parents experienced an adventure into many
different stories including Alice in Wonderland, Harry Potter, and the
Wizard of Oz. We also had a special guest with Uncle Ivan from Tharawal
joining us at camp for a chat and smoking ceremony.
Camp is always fun with the Flying Fox and the Horizontal Bungee.
We had our talented Hume Region Environment Commissioner make
another wonderful creation out of milk bottles with an awesome
elephant.
It is always a pleasure to be part of these wonderful
bases that our extremely dedicated and talented
Leaders create! I am not sure who has more fun!
As usual we had a campfire (with the lights due to
fire ban) and finished camp with a ramble through the
bush, whilst the parents helped the Leaders pack
up camp. We were all extremely
well fed by Mandy Peterson and
her team as usual. We would like to thank the Camp Staff on
duty that helped with the set up and pack up of heavy items.
The Flying Fox Team are always a Joey favourite and their
commitment and hard work much appreciated.
Joey Mob Activities
Apart from the Hume Region Joey Activities, all the Joey Leaders created their own wonderful
adventures for their Joeys with a few listed below:














Bush Walks
National Tree Planting
Clean Up Australia Day
Founder’s Day Activities
Buddy activities
Canoeing
Harmony Day
Water Activities
Science Nights

Remembrance Day
ANZAC Parades – where the Joeys proudly marched &
laid wreaths in remembrance
Visits by and to local Police, Fire & SES Brigades
Visits from animal groups such as RSPCA & Animal
Rescue
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Joey Scout Promise Challenge
The Promise Challenge is the highest award that a Joey can achieve – it is also the only award where
the Joey must complete all the tasks on their own. It can be worn proudly on their left sleeve, including
in Cubs, until they earn their Bronze Boomerang. Congratulations to all Joeys on their great
achievements! Please see list of recipients in this report.
Joey Scout Leaders
We have 23 Joey Leaders, with seven of those leaders in training.
We thank Cathie Spiker Hume Region Commissioner Joeys for over 11 years of service to scouting
who retired from scouting early this year. We also thank Dawn Clarke for her role as the Liverpool
District Leader who will now be an Honorary Hume Region District Leader.
Thank you to all the Leaders for their ongoing dedication, enthusiasm and incredible creativity
throughout the year. We appreciate that finding the time to commit to your Scouting can at times be
difficult, but please know how much it is appreciated and valued!
Leader Awards & Dedication
The hard work and efforts of many of our Joey Scout Leaders was formally recognised throughout the
year, including recognition for leaders completing their advanced training and receiving their Wood
badge. Congratulations those who received awards and thank you for your commitment and efforts
throughout the year.
Wood badge
Wood badge
Meritorious Service Award
Special Service Award

Helen Brinck
Kristi Turner
Jennifer Rees
Helen Brinck

The annual ‘Sahi Award’ presented in honour of a previous Joey Scout Region Commissioner, Barbara
Fleming, for the most creative base at a Mob Holiday, as voted on by the Joeys and parents was
awarded to Liverpool/Macarthur District for their Harry Potter base.
Thank You
It is a pleasure to work alongside you all, you truly are an inspiring group of people! Thank you to all
the District Leaders, Leaders, their families, parent helpers, and Joeys for all your hard work,
dedication and efforts throughout the year and for your generosity of spirit which helps make Joey
Scouting what it is today: FUN, FRIENDSHIP & ADVENTURE
Sandy Schofield
Hume Region Commissioner Joey Scouts
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Cub Scout Section
The Cub Scout Section has again been very active, across the Region over the last year.
2019/20 was a year of surprises for the Cub section. It saw the first time in years a cabin camp for Cub
Scouts from Hume Region, which also saw our highest attendance to a camp in years, and surprised
many. Cuboree was cancelled due to the bushfires and now I have resigned as Cub Commissioner.
Little Wolf Camp – Our biggest attendance camp in years… 190 Cubs and Leaders. As it was,
we had a camp where we slept in cabins at Sydney Olympic Park Lodge. The Cubs had so much fun
learning about Scouts at the Scout Museum and visiting the Birdlife Discovery Centre. As it was a
Cuboree year, when his event was planned, we thought we would do something different and make an
event a bit easier for the Leaders. We slept in cabins and catering was provided by the venue, the
leaders just helped serve.

Region JOTT Hike was held on Sunday 19th May with 177 participants, including Cubs and Leaders.
The Cubs walked across the Harbour bridge around The Rocks, past Circular Quay and then explored
the Royal Botanic Gardens with a few Grey Wolfs presented along the way. We even worked out how
many Cubs fit in a phone booth.

The Cub Canoe Day, held at Nepean Reserve was enjoyed by 51 Cubs, Leaders and Parent Helpers
who spent many hours out on the water, falling in and out of their canoes. The Cubs were able to learn
how to handle their canoes, under the instruction by our Level 2 Canoe trained Cub Leaders. Its great
how many Cub leaders have obtained the extra training. They gave the Cubs an interesting talk on
water safety. Once again, the Cubs got to do the canoe run.
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Hume Region Cub Fun Day, 194 Cub Scouts, Leaders and Parent Helpers took over Warrabunda
Scout Camp. The Cub Scouts had a wonderful day doing different activities and learning about things
that are Scouting. It was interesting to see the leaders showing some interesting skills. Each Cub got to
put out a fire with a fire extinguisher or fire blanket. At the building base, their minds where
challenged and some very creative items were built.

NSW Cub Scout Out and About Day, we went to Sculpture by the Sea, Cub Scouts either as a Pack or a
District travelled by public transport to the meeting point. Each group set off and had a day of stopping at places
of interest as they liked. Some walked on to Bondi Beach and some left from the last Sculpture. It was great to
see so many yellow cub uniforms out in the public.
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Two Cub Scout Leadership Courses have been held in
Hume Region with over 60 Cub Scouts from Hume
Region earning this Award. This course is for 9.5yr old –
11yr old Cub Scouts. Over a very long day the Cub
Scouts learn the basics of leadership skills, team building,
problem solving, delegation and time management. This
is achieved through games, activities, discussion groups
and various challenges. The emphasis is not, on solving
the problem or challenge but on how they work together
as a team to reach a result. This is all wrapped up in a package of FUN.
Pre Cuboree Camp We got to hang out with those who were going to be with us at Cuboree. Each
Unit got to write up their own program and to build the teams within each Unit. Each Unit picked up a
segment of the badge and the design was formed. A huge Thanks to Vader for turning our pictures into
badges.

While Cuboree didn’t happen, I don’t want the hard work of the Unit Co-Ordinator’s and Hume Base’s
hard work to go unnoticed. Our Unit Co-Ordinator’s Kellie McDonald, Jan Fizzell, Sue Bartlett, Phil
Jones, Thanh Huy and Paul Turner. We also had learning in the wings Michael Plummer and Phil
Annett. The endless hours that they all put into the Pre Cuboree Camp, Unit meetings and prep for
Cuboree were not seen by many, but I can assure you each hour made a difference to the youth &
adults enjoyment.
Hume Region Cuboree Base Savannah was going to have been the most exciting event ever. Vader
(Paul Gibson) had the most amazing vision that came out of the surveys, meeting and talks that he
conducted though Hume Region. The Cuboree Directors couldn’t believe the level of details in all of
his documentation, including a 3D video of what the base would have looked like.
I can’t Thank you each for the vision, care, emotion and hours that you put in for the Hume Region
Youth and Leaders.
After four years, I decided last October that I would step down from the Cub Commissioner role after
Cuboree but when Cuboree was cancelled the date got changed till after Cuborette. COVID-19 put an
end to Cuborette, so eight months later its being announced. I joined Scouting to make a difference in
youth lives and feel that I can do that more in an activities leader role, so I’m joining the Hume Region
Activities Team mainly to run events for the Cub Section and Level Staging events under the new
Outdoor Adventure Skills of Scouting. Thank you to each of the District Leaders throughout my time
as Cub Scout Commissioner for their support. I learnt a lot from my time and now I want to
concentrate on the Youth events and not the Leader side of Scouting.
See you at the next activity….
Samantha Vandenberg,
Ikki-Oo
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Scout Section
Unfortunately, Hume Region Scout Commissioner, Sean Langshaw, had to resign this appointment
due to work commitments, and at this stage, we are still looking for a replacement.
2019 was the year of Jamboree at Tailem Bend in South Australia, a very challenging Jamboree, I
think that we all still have dust in our camping gear. However, as challenging as it was, Hume Region
Scouts and Leaders had a great time. Our Scouts earnt their first badge under the new Youth Program.
10 days of absolute fun, challenges, first time at a number of activities, including a skating rink on the
edge of the desert.
This Jamboree saw the introduction of the rebranding of Scouts Australia, by Phil Harrison, Chief
Scout Australia, with the new colours of our very well known Scout symbol.
During the year, our Scouts attended many Group, District & Region events, all designed to teach
independence and resilience of our Youth, and I’m happy to say, that our Scout Leaders were able to
deliver this.
The Hume Region Jamborette was held at Berrima, with 79 participants, over the long weekend in
October, again with many interesting activity bases run by our dedicated Leaders.
Quest for The Feral Penguin, was enjoyed by 52 participants in July, with many varied transport
activities. The Scouts are given clues to find their way around City by using trains, buses and ferries.
In August, State Rally was attended by a large number of Scout Units at Cataract Scout Park. Hume
Region ran a very successful archery base ran by a number of Scout Leaders and Cub Leader, and as
usual this base was very well received along with our Horizontal Bungee.
It is encouraging to see, new Scout Leaders joining our ranks to help run our Scout Units.
I would like to thank all of our Scout Leaders and District Scout Leaders who continue to run many
and varied activities, including camps, hikes and canoe camps in conjunction with our Activities
Team.
Lastly, I would like to thank Sean Langshaw (Yoda) for his continual support of Hume Region
Scouting.
Sue Bartlett
Hume Region Commissioner.
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Venturer Section
The last twelve months have been both exciting and disappointing. Our Venturers attended many
activities in 2019, mainly outdoor adventurous activities, such as caving, abseiling, cycling and
canoeing, along with service activities including Clean Up Australia Day. Our Venturers showed
initiative and undertook further training with courses, outside of our Region and even outside of our
state. Unfortunately, many activities in the last 6 months have had to be cancelled due to the bush fires
and the COVID-19 pandemic. Thee regular activities that would have expected a large turnout of
Hume Venturers including Dragonskin, and Vertigo along with the service events ANZAC Day and
the 2020 Cuboree.
One of the biggest highlights for the Venturers this year, was that three of our Venturers earnt their
Queen Scout award.
The coming twelve months will see many changes the way Scouting is run and the way that Hume
Venturers will operate. The first has already begun with the formation of the Region Venturer Council.
We will continue to improve the opportunities offered to our Venturers. We will do this by increasing
the opportunities for Venturers to participate in activities through cooperation between the Venturer
units. The reintroduction of the three core Venturer courses will help our Venturers plan and run their
own events. These changes which may seem big, will see our Venturers have bigger and better
opportunities, which will OzVenture at the beginning of 2021.

Ed Palmer
Hume Region Commissioner, Venturer Scouts
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Rover Section
The past year has been rather exciting for the Rover Scouts of Hume. While having two predominate
crews operating in the region being Southern Highlands Rover and Razorback Rovers, we have also
been building up Ingleburn Rovers and very shortly starting a brand new crew in the upper part of the
region.
Over the year the major events that have sparked the
interest of our members has been Dragon skin and the
Harbour Cruise Event. Dragon skin saw the largest
attendance where our rovers assist in running VOC 1 for the
ventures. Harbour cruise is also favourite being able to
socialise with many of our fellow rovers at once while this
year, very smartly booked accommodation to save the
dreadful trek back home at 2am from the city.
Our rovers have also sadly put an end the Rover Bash Car
that was always a side hustle and joint project for the rover
groups. After a few years of being stagnant, the bushfires that affected the areas unfortunately took our
bash car and shelter with it. This being the final close for the Bash Car as we now have a new
generation of Rovers with new interest which may be more
directed to adventures activities.
The crews in our region have been very gracious with their
time and have assisted many of the other sections as well as
head office with duties from time to time while also
completing their own fundraiser activities.
Razorback run the rubbish collection for Camden Show being
an incredibly large fair with over 40,000 people in attendance
over the 2 days. Southern Highland do a variety of fundr
aisers, including handing out magazines at the Brigadoon Scottish Festival as well as the Moss Vale
Caravan and Camping show helping out with various duties. Both crews joined together to do a
combined Region fundraiser making little floating ghost toys
on sticks and selling them at the Campbelltown Fishers Ghost
Festival. The little kids love those things.
Hume Region is also the only region with a Bagpipe and
Drum Band as part of its ranks, having currently 1 active
Rover member as a part and soon to be 2-3 members as Rover
participants. They played the Edinburgh Sydney Tattoo as
part of the opening act in October 2019, a very exciting and
rewarding opportunity.
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There has been many events and moots that Hume
Rovers have participated in with their fellow rovers to
build camaraderie and to stay active in the community.
It’s safe to say that the members have a lot of pride
being a Rover Scout and many new members that have
joined this year have made great friendships through
the organisation.
The 2019 - 2020 period has been a great year and
continuing the growth of Hume’s active involvement
with the greater Rover Activities. We are excited for
what the remainder of the year brings and starting new
adventures with all of our Rover Scouts.

Hunter Maxwell
Hume Region Chairman
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Activities
2019-2020 has been a very challenging period of time for Australians, those people living on the
eastern sea board, and the Hume Region. Only a few months ago we were in the grip of a severe
drought. This was then followed by the disastrous summer of fire. The heavy rains and flooding that
followed brought more challenges, though at least we could breathe in some fresh air, and now finally
COVID-19 or Coronavirus. In amongst all that, with a lot of help from other leaders, we still had a
great time with some huge learning experiences.
Bushwalking
During the last year the bushwalking team have run overnight hikes to ZigZag railway, Gooch's Crater
and the Heathcote and Waterfall hike.
The ZigZag hike was a whole lot of fun with about 24 people attending. Hikers got a unique
experience of being able to camp in the shadow of amazing viaducts built between 1866 and 1869.
Hikers explored an amazing dam hidden in the cliff line. They saw historical railway ruins, and had a
tour of the workshop organized by the wonderful ZigZag Railway volunteers.
The Gooch's Crater hike in the Blue Mountains provided
valuable navigation and leadership exercises for several scouts
preparing for green cord hikes. For some participants, this was
their first experience in spending the night in a camp cave. Just
around the corner, the rock formations forming the crater
making for a stunning view.
The Heathcote and Waterfall hike was literally the last activity
before COVID-19 brought a new meaning to the words, social
isolation. The participants were put into two groups. In the
beginning, both groups were working on some map reading,
reading the terrain, etc with youth members taking turns at leading. Around mid-morning, it was
decided to give one of the teams a bit more of a challenge, find an overhang called Dingo Cave. This
involved a 1/2km trek on a route that was predominately over grown. The exercise proved challenging
for the party. I say party, as team work, leadership and bushwalking responsibilities, just went out the
window. Time for a major reset.
With the reset over, the party was given a presentation on “off track navigation”. Following the
presentation, the party was given a choice, follow the route taken by the other group which involved
some back tracking, or navigate off track and basically take a short cut across the ridge. After a period
of time, a spokesperson approached the two leaders. The party had made a decision. They were
proposing to go a third route. It was amazing to watch. They had a plan, it was great. They had sorted
out whom was doing what. They had picked their
strongest navigators and they found one of their party
was a counter. The new TEAM set of with the two
now redundant leaders in tow. The counter proved to
be highly accurate in estimating distance travelled by
counting. The rest of the hike was wonderful to
watch, as the TEAM worked together, working with
individuals’ strengths. Well done to all the hikers.
Canoeing
The water team also struggled with the environment to run activities, though achieved some great
learning and skills out comes. Two flat water canoe skills weekends (courses) have been run with one
at Kangaroo valley on the back waters of Tallowa dam. The area had seen a huge drop in water level
as Sydney’s demand for water had a significant effect.
The 2nd flat water canoe skills weekend was held at Grays Point on the hacking river. By this time the
summer of fire was having significant impact on our traditional locations. The Grays Point location has
some advantages and disadvantages over the Kangaroo River Location. The disadvantage being there
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was no overnight camping at Grays point so participants missed out on the overnight camp experience,
they missed out on the traditional evening paddle and parent/ care givers needed to travel multiple
times to drop off and pick up participants and equipment. On the other hand, we had water and the area
was not burnt out.
One of the big advantages was the high participation of youth members with challenges being able to
participate. By the end of day one the vast majority of participants were deliberately tipping over
canoes and actively doing deep water recoveries. Such a good day.
Day two saw everybody on the water going for a journey on the Hacking River. Lunch time saw every
one trying to seek shelter under a tree and rains started to fall. Another big day with lots of experience
and learning. The day finished with a surprise birthday party for one of the scouts. Well done to the
parents and leaders that organized that.
One of the overnight canoe journeys was planned for the backwater waters of Tallowa dam, paddling
in the Shoalhaven Gorge. This is normally regarded as one of the best and most scenic paddles in New
South Wales. This activity showed the participants the importance of planning and knowing your team.
In the week leading up to the journey, the forecast wind was getting stronger and stronger. The
forecast was for strong westerly winds at 60 km per hour at 3pm. The plan was to head up the
Shoalhaven heading into the wind. A bit more than an hour into the paddle, we had reached our
decision location. Even though, the participants learnt a great deal about paddling into the wind, two
of the Canadian canoes had tipped over. Time for plan B. Using a Satellite GPS Messenger, our home
leader was informed of the change in plan. This planned option was included in several notifications
including land managers, police etc. Now with the assistance of the wind we had a high speed return to
our start location before heading up the Kangaroo River. Our easterly facing campsite being
beautifully protected from the westerly winds. That evening the wind completely dropped away
allowing for a magic paddle on the Sunday.
The Clean Up Australia canoe journey, on the Georges River is now in its 15th Year. Traditionally
starting at Como and finishing near East Hill, this year the paddle started at Morgans Creek Boat ramp
in the Georges River National Park. Even though we had a shorter paddle, the recent floods had

dumped a huge amount of rubbish on the river foreshore. All the participants did a great job collecting
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more than two large trailer loads of rubbish. Thanks to the leaders and parents for transferring canoes,
equipment, people, rubbish and also for looking after the media side of things.
White water kayaking
The white water team have run several weekend trips. Due to drought conditions, most of these trips
are run, on the Murrumbidgee, down river from Burrinjuck dam. This area is a significant distance
from Sydney. While the water levels were down with some sections of the river being just barely
negotiable, the skills that the youth members developed while playing in the waves were most
impressive. Having a young guide on the team giving the trainees the confidence to try some
manoeuvres that I would not normally have expected to see in such a short period of time bought
added challenge and excitement to the activity. These youth members are very impressive. Well done.
Rock Activities
This year has been a team development year, with 3 members of the team achieving abseil guide
qualifications, and two others also getting close, this is a significant achievement and has been over a
year in the making. This has been a major boost in the team’s capability. Region also purchased
additional abseiling equipment. We are now reasonably placed to provide an ongoing abseil program
moving forward.
Several abseil days for youth were held during the first half of the year, although these dropped off in
the later half. Youth were able to experience abseiling and ladder climbing at several locations. A
challenge for youth to start developing rigging skills (under strict supervision) at one abseil day was
well received and provided a needed injection of challenge for those that had attended on several
previous occasions. This was a great demonstration of youth furthering their outdoor adventurous
skills under adult supervision.
Archery
Numerous archery days have been run by Gary Cockroft
(Tiny) & Paul Turner (Mysa), with a growing band of trainee
instructors. These activities are always fully booked and
typically quite a few youth miss out. The activity is enjoyed
by all, especially shooting balloo ns and earning chocolates.
The use of Appin Scout hall as a venue has proved to be ideal.
Flying Fox
The flying fox team are a skilled and geared up team but remain underutilised. Recent changes in
legislation have closed down flying fox activities across the state awaiting a decision on how Scout
policy will need to adapt. Further info due later in the year.
Developing our activities capabilities
Many of the activities qualifications within our region are under used, especially bushwalking. Future
leader training sessions will include a session on planning and running adventurous activities and a
risk assessment workshop.
A huge thank you to Neville Austin (Nifty) for his continued leadership in planning and running many
of our region hikes and canoe trips.
Our desire is to offer many more activities for our youth members and help with planning and running
activities by section leaders with suitable qualifications would be greatly appreciated. Help and
guidance with planning and coordination of adventurous activities is available to those interested.

Glenn Austin & Neville Austin
Hume Region Activities Commissioners
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Environment
Hume Camps and Environment Days
This past year the Cub Scout Environment camp and Joey Scout Environment day were the only
environment activities held at Berrima Scout Camp.
Joey Scout Environment Day was held in June and was primarily planned and run by Youth members
from the Hume Environment Team. At the start of the day, Tenille Lindley a nd Melanie Brown from
1st Bargo and Senior Guide, Anna Schindler performed a
play about waste starring the evil Bin Chicken versus the
goodies, Penguin and Turtle. The Joeys became so
involved with the waste sorting that they took to the stage
at unexpected moments and confused the actors!
A visit from Tania, bringing a baby wombat was one of
the highlights. Joeys were very quiet and had lots of
questions to ask.
The 92 attendees of the Cub Scout Environment Camp were fortunate to have good weather with only
a few inconsequential rain patches despite some fairly ominous forecasts. Only one tent went home
wet – mine! Once again, the Youth Environment team, Senior Guide, Anna, with the help of adult
members of the team, Helen Brinck and Natalie Vossen, played an important part in running activities.
It was great to have former Joey Leader, Tracey Poulter along once more to assist as well. We look
forward to having her help at other camps. As usual, Richard Keller skilfully managed the water
activities and made sure all Cubs had fun!
Steve Chapman from 1st Appin also lent his experience to helping Cubs with weed identification and
removal of serrated Tussock as well as speaking to the Youth Members in the evening about possible
projects to complete their World Scout Environment
Badge.
The Youth Team ran Hazard a Guess for the Cub Scouts, a
challenging television style quiz game. This was used at the
State Environment camp the previous year, so the
performance was well-rehearsed.
It is hoped that a date can be found for a second Cub Scout
Environment Camp this year and in subsequent years, so
that no Cub Scout Unit need miss out due to a need to limit
Youth numbers to 60 for this particular camp.
The scheduled September 2019 Scout Environment Camp
did not receive any applications, which may have been due
to inefficient dissemination of the camp information or
perhaps there were a lot of available activity choices for the
same period. Leaders are encouraged to look at the Hume
Calendar and make enquiries if they hear nothing about an upcoming camp.
The Venturer Camp this year was held at Mount Keira, run primarily by South Coast Region.
Berrima Scout Environment Camp
Berrima Scout Camp has been very lucky to have the support of representatives of Greening Australia
in particular, Ian Raynor, Senior Programs Officer who has facilitated the planting of donated trees,
shrubs and grasses and removal or treatment of weeds. This is because our Berrima campsite is part of
the Wall to Wollondilly project which is in turn a section of the Great Eastern Ranges Initiative.
Berrima Scout camp has been used as a camping space for researchers and a place to put signage
regarding the project.
More information on the project may be found at https://www.greeningaustralia.org.au/projects/w2w/.
Note the short video of animals visiting the artificial hollows close to the campsite which was one of
the research projects.
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The Environment and Return and Earn.
Scouts from Hume Region were asked once again in September 2019, to collect returnable containers
at the Camden TASTE Food, Wine and Music festival. Our region development officer David Miller
was able to use the event for promotions and, equipped with knowledge gained from last year’s efforts,
Scouts were able to collect 4080 cans, an increase on last year’s count of nearly 1000 containers. The
Scouts enjoyed the event, because, along with the challenge of collecting more cans than last year,
they enjoyed the responsibility, working with friends, listening to the music, eating the food,
interacting with the public and even ‘bin diving’ with excellent tongs supplied by 1st Narellan.
While monetary rewards are a great motivator, the diligence of the Scouts who attended was not
unnoticed by both the public and Camden Council employees. This is an image of Scouting that is
most important, along with adventure and friendship.
Based on the two trial collections done by Scouts, the event will be offered to other community groups
in 2020. Scouts of course may apply again, which I am sure local groups will be keen to do.
Keep Australia Beautiful Awards
As a result of our Return and Earn collections at Camden Show and
the TASTE Festival, it was suggested by our strong supporter, Marta
Scuccuglia, former Community Engagement Manager from
Exchange for Change, that we apply for the Keep Australia Beautiful
Return and Earn Award. This was done and as a result, Hume Region
was asked to do a presentation at the Keep Australia Beautiful
Awards presentation held at in October 2019. This was a great
opportunity to promote Scouting and James Zorbas from 1st Narellan
and Scott McGregor from Razorback Rovers worked hard with me to
put together a wonderful presentation to give at the event.
Unfortunately, illness prevented my attending and Sue Bartlett,
our Hume Region Commissioner, heroically stepped in at the
last minute to present my portion, after returning from holidays
late the night before.
One of the judges commented: “Commendable Scout
leadership. Fantastic data collection and capture of project
achievements.”
We may not have won but we were enormously successful in
promoting Scouting!
Return and Earn Photoshoot
After our application for the above award, we were asked to do a photoshoot at Red Frog Recycling at
Gregory Hills in early October.
Sarah and Blake Plumb and Patrick Formosa all from Narellan Scout Group and myself represented
Scouts in promoting Return and Earn to other Scout groups and community organisations. Our Youth
members were all confident speakers and did a fantastic promotion of Scouting and Return and Earn
despite frequent pauses when the noise of cans and bottles being sorted was too great for filming.
Team development
I would like to continue build a team of people (Leaders, adult helpers, Rovers, Venturers and Scouts
who are interested in the environment and who would like to be part of the Environment Team or
Youth Environment Team. For leaders, this could be occasional assistance at events or a more
involved role.
If interested, please contact me using the email or phone number below.
Joanne Tola
Region Commissioner Environment
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Special Needs Scouting
On 11 July, the new Governor of NSW, Her Excellency the Honourable Margaret Beazley AO QC,
was invested as the Chief Scout of NSW, and her husband, Mr Dennis Wilson, was invested as an
Honorary Member, at a ceremony at Government House. Two Scout members with special needs
including Brei Ricketts, a Scout from Campbelltown Ghost Scout Group were specifically invited to
attend.
The State Special Needs team once again ran a special needs awareness activity base at the State Scout
Rally, Cataract Scout Park over the 2-4 August Weekend. The activity was based on the rally theme of
“Think Outside the Box”
The State Special Need Conference was held at Baden Powell Scout Centre on 9 & 10 August.
It was attended by some 60 Scout and Guide Leaders.
The Special Needs Awareness elective and Positive Behaviour Supports elective were run as were
sessions on Mental Health First Aid, Special Needs and the New Youth Program, disability awareness
activities, discussion on major events, Scouts & Guides Own, and more.
Youth and Leaders from the Region attended the Top Secret
Agoonoree from 27 to 30 September at Bundilla Scout Camp,
Winston Hills. The weekend was spent by the youth on various
activity bases at Bundilla then an Off-Site Day at the Australian
Scout Museum, Newington Armoury where Chinese dragon,
music, Thomas the Tank Engine track building and running,
Armoury train ride and Bird Discovery Centre Activities.
Just a reminder that this camp is available to all Scouts (and
Guides) regardless of if they have a special need or not, however
it is designed to provide Special Needs youth with opportunities
they may not receive on an everyday camp.
After attending various Scouting events over the years, ranging
from the weekly meeting night, camps, jamborettes, jamborees,
training courses, etc. it has never ceased to amaze me that no
matter how much I think I might know, there is so much more
that I don’t.
In this role, I am learning very fast about “Special Needs” that I have never heard of and their impact
on youth, their families, their Scouting and the wider world. It doesn’t make me an expert but
hopefully it gives me an insight so that I can be a resource for the Groups in the region through my
own experiences or knowing who to turn to. I encourage everyone to don’t be afraid to ask for
support, because it is hard trying to do it all by yourself.
A big thankyou to all the Leaders (Adult and Youth) and Parents, who ensure that the many youths
with Special Needs continue to be provided with opportunities to participate in Scouting to their fullest
potential and to the best of their abilities, regardless of their condition or disability.
Ray Read
Region Commissioner (Special Needs).
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Leader Training
The 2019 Scout training year has been very productive and busy as usual with a number of Leaders
having completed their Basic Practical Skills training. As noted below there has been an increase in
those having achieved their Wood Badge, this is motivating even more Leaders to undertake the
Advanced Training.
The last Commissioner’s Conference focused on the Youth Program being rolled out so the whole
State will be completed by 2021. Hume Region Commissioners attended an Upskilling weekend in
November to gain a better understanding of the Youth Program and how it will be rolled out.
It has been a pleasure to be invited to visit some Groups in addition to presenting Leaders with their
Wood Badge and to see the Youth Program in action. Watching and listening to the Youth involved in
their Unit Councils is an enjoyable part of the Youth Program that I would like to encourage more
Leaders to embrace. By allowing the Youth to be engaged in their own programming makes it more
relevant to their journey in Scouting.
E-Learning is readily available on both Tablet & Smart Phone with the ability to save downloads. The
audio may be switched off to allow Leaders to progress through the material at their own pace,
hopefully Leaders who have yet to complete their online learning will take the extra time we now have
due to social distancing to finish.
Drop into Scout Central, in case you haven’t visited the site for a while and check out what’s new.
The COVID-19 pandemic has seen life, as we know it, change to protect ourselves and each other.
Scouting has had to rapidly change, which has seen the cancellation of face-to-face training activities
however we are working on Virtual Courses, with a trial one being run already in the State and we
hope to have a LOA BPS run for Hume shortly.
We would like to thank the Region Office staff, Region PLAs and Region Commissioners; for their
ongoing assistance, which, as always, is greatly appreciated.
Kerry Wallace
RC - Adult Training & Development

Mandy Peterson
RC - Adults in Scouting

Wood Badge Awardees
Congratulations to these Leaders that have achieved their Wood Badge during the 2019/20 period.
Helen Brink

1st Narellan Joey Mob

Kristi Turner

1st Camden Joey Mob

Valli Turner

1st Camden Scout Group
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Scout Pipes and Drums
This Year’s Performances
Hume ARP:
The band played confidently having played for this event several times before. The highlight was having
a photo taken with Rambo, the new Hume mascot.
Fisher’s Ghost Parade:
This was held on a fine, very hot day at the start of November. We found ourselves marching earlier
than expected during the hottest part of the day, due to the fact that the application for another group’s
vehicle did not mention there was a band on it. This would have resulted in two bands being too close
together.
Our band was accompanied by Rudolf the red-faced Pipe
Major due to the heat. The photo is not available for public
exhibition.
Despite this, we were all very happy with the way we played
on this long street march.
The judges this year had moved and were hidden behind a
barrier in the middle of the shopping centre. Unfortunately,
only the drummers were playing as we passed them and the
Drum major missed her
salute.
The theme this year was “Superheroes” and we were resplendent in
black and yellow capes and masks, thanks to the sewing efforts of
Drum Major, Angela Schindler.
Steam Museum at Menangle
This was nearly an impromptu performance in mid-May. The band
decided on the Wednesday night before, to play on Saturday 18th.
There weren’t many spectators, but it was a great practice and it was
fun checking out all the machines, not to mention the ride-on mower races.
This site would be wonderful campsite for Scouts in most sections and the people in charge of the site
would bend over backwards to provide exciting steam and machine related activities for a weekend
camp. It is well-worth considering.
The Edinburgh Tattoo
What an experience this was! Our band played twice at the start of
the Tattoo on the main Saturday of the event. Everyone had a great
time finding out about the behind-the-scenes activity of the Tattoo,
playing with Tattoo pipers in an enormous massed band and eating
copious amounts of the supplied food.
What was really significant, was that the main Pipe major who led
all the NSW bands onto the field at both performances was our own
Scout Band Drum Major, Angela
Schindler! She did an amazing
job, although under lots of pressure from the timekeepers. Her mace
signals were clear and confident, and no-one made a mistake following
them!
We had many practices for the Tattoo at Bargo Scout hall to allow local
people to be at practices on time. Many thanks to 1st Bargo for allowing
us to use the hall
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Christmas Carols at Oran Park
While this was not an official event for the band, two of our pipers, Hunter Maxwell and Graeme Hall
and one drummer, Christopher Hall, made an appearance at the above event, playing Little Drummer
Boy with minimal practice. A brave effort and we hope lots of people noticed they were from a Scout
band!
Bundanoon 2020- This, usually our main performance and fundraiser
for the year, was unfortunately cancelled. We had prepared well for it
too. We look forward to next year.
Anzac Day
For Anzac Day this year pipers all round Australia were asked to play
Amazing grace at 11.00am in their front drive. Two of our pipers
played on the day.
Future Events
Band members have expressed a wish to play at the Bonnie Wingham which was to have been in May,
but has been moved to September. This would be followed by a band camp afterwards at the Schindler’s
property at Taree.
All being well, we will also play once again in the Fisher’s Ghost Parade in November.
The Ron Penn Award for the most improved Piper and Drummer
The absence of a number of players during November and December meant that these awards were not
presented and this can’t be done quite yet! I know who they are!
Our Drum Tutor and support for the band
In 2019 we were incredibly fortunate to secure the services of Dean Muller, a member of LCC, Southern
Cross Pipes and Drums. Dean is a top-grade snare drummer, and experienced drum tutor who has served
as a drum judge at Australian band competitions and played in World pipe band competitions. He has
improved the knowledge, confidence and playing of all our drummers in a very short time.
Additionally, his band has invited our drummers to attend playing sessions at Liverpool Catholic Club
and also donated new heads for drums and provided an altered harness to fit our bass player.
It has been a great experience for the drummers to play with a grade three band and we truly appreciate
Dean’s support, which he provides for the cost of his fuel. Dean enjoys tutoring our drummers because
they are so keen to learn.
Thanks
As Pipe Major, I would like the thank all our current and past players for
their dedication, positive attitude and enthusiasm.
We were unfortunate this year to lose two important players in
November. They were Graeme Noakes, a piper with valuable expertise
in pipe set up and tuning, who will be sorely missed (not to mention his
jokes). Graeme has been with the band as an adult helper since the start
and has been a great asset. Jennifer Ryan, our bass player also decided
to reduce her commitments somewhat. Her encouragement of our young
drummers has been wonderful and her support for me has been
invaluable. Mason Schindler, our youngest tenor had been filling in
occasionally as bass player in static displays and now has been fitted out
with a small bass drum and harness so that he can play in street marches.
This year we were joined by piper, Frances Crown, a Mittagong Guide
leader, who will join us when possible to boost our numbers. Frances is
a superb piper who plays with a Canberra band and will be a real asset.
She practised with us in the lead up Edinburgh Tattoo and played with
us at that event. She is always encouraging when working with Youth
members and gives musical stability (and ability) to the band.
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Venue and times
We will continue to meet at Catherine Field hall from 6.00pm to 8.00pm as soon as permitted. At the
moment we are meeting once a week using Teams/Zoom. We cannot play together because of feed times
and frequent poor reception but we are having a lot of fun finding unusual ways to learn about piping
and drumming.
New players welcome
As soon as we are allowed to practise together again, we would like to start new players. There are
vacancies for all positions, except perhaps bass drummer. Those positions are pipers, snare drummers,
tenor drummers and even a trainee drum major to lead the band on marches. Youth members must be
current members of Scouts Australia or Girl Guides Australia. Leaders are welcome and non-member
parents or helpers over 18 are encouraged to learn as well. It is possible for me to teach new pipers online if there are people wishing to start immediately.
Please contact me by email of phone (see below) if you are interested or know anyone in your group
who may be interested.
Joanne Tola
Band Manager and Pipe Major
46557378
joannetola@gmail.com
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Regional Development Officer
Well what an 8 months it has been I have to say it has been a great experience and I have had the great
opportunity to meet a lot of great people within the region and all over, but it has had its low lights as
well.
Coming in I knew what Scouts was all about from being involved as a Cub and Scout when I was a
youth but it has changed since then. I was unprepared for the Joy I felt when I went and saw a few
groups operating and how much fun the youth were having and the smiles on their faces right then I
knew I was in the right position.
My job is to promote Scouts in our Region and to grow both youth
and leaders and we were on the way to doing this until the disasters
started in December first with the fires which forced the cancellation
of Cuboree 2020 and lots of people to lose their houses and struggle
with the conditions. Then the current Covid-19 crisis.
My highlights were the starting of 1 almost 2 groups, with Moss Vale
re starting and Catherine Fields / Oran park a couple of days from restarting. The upside to Catherine
Fields is we have a great set of new and enthusiastic leaders all set to go in the group. So once we are
out of this we will re-start and I’m sure it will go gang busters.
Some of the initiative’s we (I say we because nothing is done in Scouts
without a group effort) have introduced to grow leaders and youth are
radio ads on c91.3 join business Connect groups and Narellan chamber
of commerce. Joining youth network groups in Fairfield, Liverpool and
Camden. Established relationships with Liverpool, Fairfield, Canada
Bay, Camden, Narellan, Campbelltown and Wollondilly Councils to
participate in local events to raise the profile and recruit new members
and leaders. We started promoting Hume region Scouts on Facebook to
the point where we have reached over 59,000 people in the past month
with over 13,000 engage with the page over that time period as well
right across the region. We now have brochures going out into all new residents packs in Oran Park. I
have participated and helped organise functions all over the region. I have set up an ad on Seek
Volunteer for leaders for all groups which we have had 5 people apply to us to be leaders. We have
placed ads in Schools newsletters in over 30 schools around the region and have placed brochures in
Public Schools across the region as well. I have also been part o f the leader build program which has
been successful so far. We will be making it a combined leader build/ Prospective members open night
in the future with publicity. Plus, many more promotions in Schools and local community fetes to
promote Scouts in the region.
To the future and it looks better than the past we have several
things in the pipeline to roll out once we go back to full time
scouting on top of recommencing our existing programs. I believe
we will be back better than ever and I believe we will be able to
recoup more than our losses and grow the region to a new level.
The appetite for our great programs will be greater than ever due to
the isolation.

David Miller
Regional Development Officer
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Region Team
Region Commissioners
Commissioner
Deputy Commissioner
Joey Scouts
Cub Scouts
Scouts
Venturer Scouts
Rovers
Activities
Activities (Assistant)
Special Needs
Adult Training & Development
Communications
Environment
Adults in Scouting
Special Duties
Region Development Officer

Honorary Commissioners
Mrs S. Bartlett
Mr E.C. Ramsden
Mrs S. Schofield
Mrs S. Vandenberg
Vacant
Mr E. Palmer
Mr M. Hunter
Mr G. Austin
Mr N. Austin
Mr R. Read
Mrs K. Wallace
Mr P. Gibson
Mrs J. Tola
Mrs M. Peterson
Mrs P. Laurenceson
Mr J. Selwood
Mr D. Miller

Mr D. Ravell
Mrs J. Ravell
Mr M. Ames
Mr W. Leach
Mrs M. Leach

District Team
District Commissioners
Fairfield
Liverpool
Macarthur
Nepean
Powells Creek
Southern Highlands

Mr P.M. Mills
Vacant
Mr T. Kayess
Vacant
Mrs M. Jackson
Mr. A. Moller

District Leaders
Joey Scouts
Nepean
Southern Highlands

Mrs H. Brink
Ms J. Rees

Cub Scouts
Liverpool
Southern Highlands

Mrs J. Low
Mrs R. Harper

Scouts
Liverpool
Macarthur

Miss A. Maynard
Mr R. White

Special Projects
Southern Highlands

Mr A. Webster
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Membership Summary
Joey Mob
Gender:

F

M

Cub Pack
F

M

Scout Troop
F

M

Venturer Unit
F

M

Rover Crew
F

M

Leaders

Total

Total

District / Group
1

1

8

77

2

8

18

4

6

45

Liverpool District

1

1

1st Chipping Norton

5

20

2

8

9

2

39

11

4

11

59

13

11

111

Fairfield District
1st Canley Heights

11

1st Fairfield Heights
11

2

1st Green Valley

1st Wattle Grove
Liverpool

12

8

1st Smithfield Homenetmen Navasart

1st Hoxton Park

18

6

3

10

1

18

2

4

4

3

6

4

4

6
4
3
6

9
7
6

3
16

12

3

18
14

8

19

2
18

1

1

3

10

5

4

37

1

8

42

14

10

54

Macarthur District
1st Appin
1st Glenfield
1st Ingleburn
1st Leumeah

4
7
4

3
5
3

3

2

2

2

13

6

4
6

1st St Andrews

16
13

1
4

5

Campbelltown Ghost

2

5

4

4

3

2

4

Ingleburn Rover Crew

1

3

8

7

31

2

3
1

8

6

30

10

30

1

3

4

14

4

36

23

11

94

Macarthur

2

5

Nepean District
1st Camden

2

4

1st Camden South

5

7

5

14

3

1

1st Catherine Field
1st Cobbitty
1st Narellan

2
5

10

15

12
20

3

4
10

Razorback Rover Crew

6

10

16
1

18

Powells Creek District

1

1

1st Cabarita Mortlake

14

9

79

1

4

Razorback

1

15

11

1st Concord

1

1

1st Rhodes

5

8

3

8

6

18

6

16

7
13

5

7

33

6

10

57

Southern Highlands District

3

3

1st Bargo

40
58

1st Sefton
1st Yaralla

1
7

4
4

4

6

1st Mittagong

9

1st Moss Vale

1

1

14

1
1

4
9

2

5

7

11

2

2

7

15

5

15

3

2

9

5

7

Southern Highlands Rover Crew

2

1

Hume Region
Totals:

3
23

43

58

Joey Mob

134

258

Cub Pack

88

186

Scout Troop

50

86

Venturer Unit

9

13

Rover Crew

23

200

1125

Leaders

Total

Note: This report counts uniform members with their Primary Appointment only & excluded Pre-Applicants, Supporters and Provisional Youth
Members (Rovers with Leader Appointment count as Leader)
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Supporters
We would like to express our gratitude to the following for their ongoing support to
Hume Region and encourage you to benefit from their services.
Allcare Locksmiths & Security
(02) 9749 2860
Alted Printing
Argyle Street, Picton - (02) 4677 1317
Burgoyne Building
Contact - John Burgoyne - 0419 128 235
Camden Council
for Grants to Macarthur Pipes & Drums
Dennis the Plumber Pty Ltd
Contact - Dennis Skellern - 0409 117 706
Elec-Chitty Services - Electrical Contractors
Contact - John Chitty - 0412 209 308
Essential Fire Standards Pty Ltd
(02) 4647 7150
Kevin Roberts Plumbing
Contact - Kevin Roberts - 0418 483 437
Merts Handyman Service
Contact - Mert Southcott - 0412 995 225
Mighty Mow Maintenance
0411 661 444
NSW State Government
for the Community Building Partnership Grants
S & K Brunker Building
Contact - Steve Brunker - 0409 126 805
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